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PREFACE

In the early fall of 1992, the Getty Art History Information Program

and the American Council of Learned Societies organized a conference

on me subject of "Technology, Scholarship, and the Humanities:

The Implications of Electronic Information." The conference was also

cosponsored by The Research Libraries Group, the Coalition for

Networked Information, and the Council on Library Resources. The con-

ference participants were a diverse group including working scholars.

librarians, technologists, leaders of national institutions, academic admin-

istrators. and the leaders of learned societies. The participants received in

advance five working papers designed to assist them in defining the

issues in each of five areas of concern. This document summarizes the

conversations that those papers inspired and delineates the conclusions

that arose therefrom.

From the point of view of the American Council of Learned Societies and

the Getty Art History Information Program, the conference was a splendid

success. Unlike many such gatherings, it concluded with czlls and plans

for action on a variety of fronts to assist members of the scholarly com-

munity in creating, disseminating, and exploiting electronic tools that suit

their intellectual goals. We present this summary as an attempt to encour-

age wider debate and further innovation in the application of technology

to problems that humanists face in their scholarly and instructional pro-

grams. The American Council of Learned Societies and the Getty Art

History Information Program share a conviction that the issues raised

here are among the most important questions facing scholarship and

teaching in the humanities in the 21st century. We are grateful to the par-

ticipants in the conference for their energy and their wisdom. and we are

pleased to present the results of their deliberations here.

Stanky N. Katz
President
The American Council of Learned Societies

Michael Ester
Director
The Getty Art Histog Infimnatio,i Program

-44
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FOREWORD

This Yohme cOnstillites a summary record of an important conference.
Its brevity is intended to offer a rapid grasp of the main discussion points
and conclusions produced by the conference. rather than to convey the
spirit and c...versity of the event and its participants.

The findings of the working groups are offered as guides to those whose
decisions affect the creation and use of electronic resources in institution-
al, technical, scholarly, and phikmthropic settings. Reflecting not just the
voice of the scholar nor only that of the librarian or systems specialist .
this volume, like the conference. has captured the conjoint thinking of
diverse, highly placed experts from the many areas that bear on scholarly
computing in the humanities.

Those who want a fuller picture of the thinking that informed the confer-
ence are referred to the lull text ot the keynote address and of the papers
commissioned as preparation tor the working groups, which are a\ ailable
through the Internet at Itp.cni.org.
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the conference to the attention of the broader community. For their val-
ued assistance. thanks go to \largie Grey and the staff of the Beckman
Center. Jenny Siegenthaler. Cynthia Scott, Candace Frede.Jan Jarel.
Nancy 13rvan, Karen Leaner, Cathy Nakano, and _John Sawyer. A grant
from the Andrew \X'. Mellon Eoundation to the American Council of
Learned Societies provided a generous subvention for this publication.
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PLENARY SESSION: SURVEY OF CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES

BY CONFERENCE SPONSOI?S (SUMMARIES)

,tioderator; Marilyn Schmitt, Program Manager, The Getty Art History
InAnnation Prop ra M

Panelists; Michael Ester, Director, The Getty Art History

Ibrmation Program

Douglas Greenberg, Vice President, American Couilcil

(y. Learned Soc

&aid Evan Peters, Director, Coalition for Networked information

W. David Penniman, President, Council on Library Resources

John IIaeger, Vice President Ibr Programs and Planning,
The Research Libraries Group, Inc.

Introductory Remarks by Marilyn Schmitt

This conference was carefully structured to yield concrete results, The
planners had commissioned five papers. each addressing a principal topic
to be discussed by a working group at the c(mference. Led by pr)fessional
moderators, each group is to 1(x:us on three key objectives: responding
to the prepared paper, formulating short-term aml long-tenn challenges,
and defining the various constituencies required to meet these challenges.
On the third day, a designated representative from each group will
report its conclusions to the plenary session.

Remarks by Alicbael Ester

Given the large amount of time students spend watching television, given
the power of electronic media to engage and transport their users, and given
that the Nintendo generation is nearly college age, we cannot suppose that
those pillars of the universitythe book, the lecture, the library, and the
classroonlwill remain unchanged by the imNict of information technology.

At the sante time, because collection management concerns are largely what

drive the developtnent of electronic databases, it is not certain that systems
will accommodate the contextual and historical itthnination appropriate to
scholarship. Moreover, reformulating information about art objects and art
history's other varied research materials costs much time and labor and
needs long-term maintenance. Arts research databases have appeared in the
national landscape largely as cottage industries, and efforts to coordinate

5
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the terms used by various projects have not altered the cacophony of sys-

tems that a user must confront. "Fo address these problems effectively, con-

ferences such as this onein which individuals who actually shape the

future developments in their fields can come togethermust foster collabo-

ration among scholars, information managers, and technical experts.

The conference's organizers and sponsors particularly hoped that the con-

ference would be a forum through which the humanities would construct a

strong, unified message to show funding and professional organizations,

government agencies, and university administrations the new structures and

collaborative forms that we need. Participants should take advantage of this

singular opportunity to give life to our time together beyond this meeting.

Remarks by Douglas Greenberg

Representing 52 humanities and social science organizations. the American

Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) has a long history of interest in schol-

arly communication and in both producing and providing resources to

scholars through libraries. In the last several years, technological advances

have paralleled significant changes in the methodologies and subject matter

of new scholarship in the humanities. 'Ellis conference presents an opportu-

nity to address both of these issues.

In addition to providing a rare opportunity for a highly diverse group of

experts to share their knowledge and experience, this conference will help

the ACLS to clarify goals and identify projects for itself and for its member

organizations. The ACLS also hopes to find allies who will help the scholar-

ly community become more proactive and organized than it has been in

addressing these issues and others. both within our individual institutions

and nationally.

Remarks by Paul Evan Peters

The Coalition for Networked Information I CND, founded in 1991) by the

Association of Research LibLaries, EDUCOM. and CAUSE, promotes the cre-

ation and use of information resources and services in networked environ-

ments. Since its founding, the Coalition has worked to frame the opportuni-

ties and address the challenges posed by Internet and the National

Research in Education Network as digital media providing scholarly and

scientific communications and publications. Last fall, the Coalition sought

()
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access to these networks to deliver public information from the l'.S.
Government Printing ()ftice and other federal agencies. More recently,
CNI began investigating the creation. storage, and retrieval of primary
research and teaching materials in networked environments, including
the ways that networked information services transform our professicms.
research and instructional practices. CNI aims not merely to manage
information resources, hut also to help scholarly communities form and
grow in a networked environment. In this new context, the Coalition is
an enthusiastic sponsor of this workshop and eXpCits it to he a source of
new ideas and initiatives that can soon he pursued by separate elements

in i.esearch and education working together.

Remarks bi W. David Penniman

One of the first decisions of the new president of the Council cm Library
Resources was to support this conference as a natural outgrowth of the
Council's long-term interest in technology's impact on libraries and schol-
arly research, particularly with respect to the humanities. This conference
could provide a vision of the future for the humanities scholar-a future
in which libraries use technology strategically to promote the intertwined
goals of scholarly research and educatkm for all. This meeting w ill gener-
ate exciting nex proposals in program areas deemed nk)st important to

the C(aincil. including human resources. library economics, infrastructure.
access. and processing. Another desirable outcome of the conference
would he a discussion of iCsti technical processes, such as browsing and
serendipitous discovery, and how automation mav enhance. rather than
impede. those little-understood practices.

Remarks by John Haeger

The Research Libraries Group's cosponsorship of this conference stems
from its long-established interest in the intersection of scholarship and
technology, and in the information needs of scholars and scientists in all
disciplines. A survey of these needs in the humanities, which we con-
ducted three years ago, revealed three broad tendencies: First. humanists

are concerned with improved access to primary and archival materials.
and to early printed materials. Second. there is an increased interest in
visual resources, especially photographs and prints, even in fields which
have not traditionally been image-dependent. Third. there is growing

/4a;



interest in a wide 'ariety of machine-readable data files.

'Is scholarship likely to be better if it takes advantage of information
technology? Is there a compelling reason to solve this as a problem? Or is
a policy of laissez-faire more appropriate? What are the minimal condi-
tions under which computer- and network-assisted access to information

resources becomes the 'bread and butter of the humanistic professori-
ate?" This conference could constitute a significant step toward answering
these important questions.

8 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS (EXCERPTS)

Speaker: Vartan Gregorian. President, Brown University

My interest in this conference stems from my concern about our divided
knowledge and its implications for education. I am also fascinated by the
possibilities presented by technology for integrating knowledge and
assisting universities in the task of resynthesizing information.

We are moving rapidly to the dawn of an information revolution that may
well parallel the Industrial Revolution in its impact and far-reaching con-
sequences. We are told that the total amount of collected information
doubles every four years, yet we are unable to use 90 to 95 percent of
the information that is currently available. Nowhere is this more apparent
than at the university, where the daunting arrival of information in the
form of books and journals has been compounded by an accelerating
electronic torrent from thousands of databases around the world.

While it is true that attention to detail is the hallmark of professional
excellence, it is equally true that an overload of undigested facts is a sure
recipe for mental gridlock. Undigested facts do not amount to knowledge.
Our universities, colleges, libraries, learned societies, and contemporary
scholars have a fundamental historical and social task and responsibility
to ensure that we provide not training, but education. We must provide

not just information, but its distillationnamely, knowledgeto protect
our society against counterfeit information disguised as knowledge.

This is not an easy task, because in addition to an explosion of informa-
tion and knowledge, we also face dangerous levels of fragmentation in
knowledge. The university, which was to embody the unity of knowl-
edge, now consists of a tangle of specialties and subspecialties and of
disciplines and subdisciplines, within which further specialization contin-
ues apace. The growth and fragmentation of knowledge and the prolifer-
ation of specialties are, in turn, reflected in the curricula of our universi-
ties, in which more than 1,000 different undergraduate majors and pro-
grams currently are being offered. Thi.s has led to the phenomenon that
our students often learn to frame only those questions that can be
addressed through the specialized methodologies of their particular disci-
plines and subdisciplines.

Faced with the explosion of information and its fragmentation as well as
the proliferation of disciplines and subdisciplines, the faculties of our

17



universities are confronted with the difficult choice of balancing analysis

with synthesis, methodok)gy, and the relevant course content, thus placing

more and more responsibility on the student to form his or her own syn-

thesis. But without Opportunities for creative discourse among educated

persons. both within and outside the university. and withom the broad

understanding of the premises and assumptions of various academic disci-

plines. it is not easy for either students or faculty members to pursue com-

plex problems that cut across the artificial barriers between the disciplines.

Today, in our universities. we face the challenge of integrating and resyn-

thesizing the compartmentalized knowledge of disparate fields. Clearly.

our age of excessive specialization and fragmentation of knowledge does

not call for the abandonment of specialization. After ail. the division of

labor has greatly advanced the cause of civilization, and verifiability, the

habit of testing and correcting a concept through its consequences in expe-

rience, is just as firmly rooted in the humanities as it is in the sciences.

As early as 19H. jose Ortega y Gasset prescribed a solution to our dilem-

ma in Tbe Mission of lbe nrirersily, in which he wrote the following:

-The need to create sound syntheses and systematizations of knowledge...

will call out a kind of scientific genius which hitherto has existed only as

an abet-ration-the genius for integration... Paradoxically. the same informa-

tion technologies that have been the driving kirce behind the fragmenta-

tion of knowledge also present us with the opportunity and the tools for

meeting the challenge of that fragmentation. If. cm the (me hand, the new

information technologies seem fragmenting, they are also profoundly inte-

grative. Remember, these technologies are fundamentally conmiunication

technologies, and their deployment at the university is. as often as not, an

exploration of new connections among the traditional disciplines. The

process of assimilating new information technologies can, in the right set-

ting, help us think hard and deeply about the nature of knowledge, and

even about our mission as a university.

One of the key tasks ot' the university president is to create a community

that is totally informed regarding the values and peculiar identity of its

specific institution. If that can be achieved and if all members of the uni-

versity can trust each other to he motivated by the same shared values,

then the community can move forward to address the problems of technol-

ogy and the integration of knowledge.



Very few institutions will he on the so-caIled -leading edge- of the tech-
nology revolution. hut none can escape the risk-taking and wrenching
changes that will be necessary to accommodate its own mission and
peculiar identity. FAVI'V institution will be the site of its own convulsion,
and each will contribute something unique to our collective effort to
advance learning, education. and culture. At Brown. our guiding principle
has heen that information. resources, and strategies must he integrated
into Brown's basic identity as a single conuminity of scholarsa university
college committed to traditional ideals of liherai learning and intellectual
ommunity.

As a university president and former librarian. I believe that we are in a
revolution, but we do not yet understand its impact. After reading the five
papers commissioned for this c. onlerence. I suggest that they are all cau-
tious their atiNessInellt of the impact of such developments as artificial
intelligence. voice recognition. and other innovations. While we need a
dialogue among academics. administrators, and lihrarians. we also need
to hear ircHn thi)se visionarie ho are trying to moye heyond where we
now are. I congratulate all of you, particularly the Getty Art I Iistorv

Information Program and the ACI.s. for assemhling this conference.
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DISCISSION PAPERS CQl1,11ISSIO,VED FOR THE CONFERENCE

SUMMAI?lES)

Tbe Intellectual Implications of Electronic Inlbrmation

Miami.: Oleg o'rabar. Poqessur. .s.cboul (q. Historical Studies. bIslilule
for .ItIvanced Study. Princoun

The changes. novelties. and possihilities presented hy electronic information
will affect much more than scholarly (mtput; they may actually modify the
erv trallIre of kr10\\ ledge. 'lids paper offers ohservations under the follow-

ing lour categories:

SChalarship ill the 1111111(1111lies. There is a difference hetween learning and

scholarship in the lunnamties, in that a scholar has the ahility to modify the
character or quality of what is .known. to affect its understanding. Given that
fact. the role of electronic information is. as of now, quite limited. While
innovations like the word processor or electronic card catalog can make

"riling and rew'arch ealer and r;Ister. iney cannot make the reniting prod-
uct better or !wire insightful.

ColliCeS as ResHlwes. It is easy to argue that the availahility (i1 information
ill accessible form is a good thing and that computers are excellent instru-
ments for g;ithering LICH megorizing them. Significandy. there may be
a cost advantage in the total computerization of factual information. and this
is an important argument in its LIvOr. However. some problems remain.
Some are technical. including the difficulty (,1 fully assimilating inan-made
images into the computer environment. Others are ethical and involve the
question of \\ Ito. hock., is to decide \\ hat to include III and what lo
exclude from the newly created databases. \\*ill professional s holars take
part in these decisions, and will there he an official dislinctIon between nec-
essary and optional Mformation?

New Hail 73ms. Computer-based activities in th() humanities have been

tive in SOIlle unexpected ways. Ounputer-aided design (( ;M)) systems. for
example, can pn)vide visual images based on informaticm from archaeologi-
cal and written documents. These reconstructions can help clarify. and even
change, the existing scholarly consensus on Ilist()ric structures. In this cast'.

computer.s flexibility allows a wider range of possible views than conven-
tional media. providing unexpected and illuminating results. l'sed this way.
computers force Scholars IO clarify their mediating assumptions, those often
hidden attitudes and belief's that transform facts and interpretation into infor-
mation. The computer. by asking simultaneously about the processes or
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seeing and creating and about the product or scope of the data provided,

may bring to light hitherto hidden, but essential, scholarly mechanisms, com-

pelling a field to shed its reluctance to think and talk about its own embed-

ded practices.

4. Scholarly Existence in a New Electronic Era. Costly technology will make

scholars more dependent on institutional .3upport, more in need of technical

services, and more pressed for time as they struggle to acquire new skills.

A certain kind of literate culture is bound to disappear, and with it some-

thing of the imaginative creativity that fed the humanities for the last cenw-

ry. Even more importantly, a new intellectual ethic will emerge. Scholarship

in the humanities will be able to maintain its universal potential, its assump-

tion of ubiquitous validity, and its availability for all fields only if the data it

is based on either are universal (the preferred solution) or have clearly pro-

claimed limits. Put another way, the transformation of the humanities is

worth accomplishing only if it is done on a grand scale, and fairly rapidly,

and if it enlists the participation of needy countries and insitutions as well

as wealthy ones in the forefront of research.

In conclusion, the educational possibilities of electronic media appear

greater than the intellectual possibilities. No new scholarship has yet

emerged to replace traditional approaches, although computerization has

made mediatory assumptions more visible. Meanwhile, the key problem

posed by electronic media remains as follows: Who decides what informa-

tion to include, what languages to use, and what audiences to target?

The Professional Implications of Electronic Information

Author Carolyn C. Lougee5enior Associate Dean, School (y'

Humanities and Sciences, and Pr*ssor. Department c,fluisto,:y.

Stanford University

Of the many issues raised by the proliferation of electronic information and

its impact on the academic profession, some of the most obvious concern

the issue of professional advancement. There is the question of scholarly

research: whether the profession will consider electronic publishing analo-

gous to print publishing or view creating databases as equivalent to produc-

ing a critical edition of a text. However, these problems, which arc chiefly

matters of form, may be relatively transparent and easy to solve in comparison

to the more complex and far-reaching questions related to teaching as a

14



factor in professional advancement. For example, can we adapt current
ways of evaluating teaching to acknowledge and reward efforts in elec-
tronic instruction? If not, can we change current reward structures to
accommodate new developments?

Current practices in American colleges and universities present formida-
ble obstacles to faculty involvement with electronic instructional
resources. Such time-consuming R ti\ itics as developing new sc,ftware
lack prestige and are devalued in advancement decisions, which leaves
little incentive for the individual teacher beyond the intrinsic reward of
helping students. To reward faculty innovations in electronic instruction.
American institutions must address three specific problems. First, faculties
must establish a peer-review process to evaluate computer software for
quality and effectiveness. Second, review and tenure committees should
consider software development an extension of teaching and should
reward it as such. Third, if electronic instniction is to be an effective
yardstick, institutions must address the current imbalance between the
importance of teaching and the importance of research in tenure deci
sions, They must convince the American professoriate that "teaching is
the lifeblood of colleges and universities, the sine qua non for their pri-
mary support and for their patronage hy students."

Beyond the issue of professional advancement, the proliferation and
application of electronic information resources may affect other aspects
of academic practice. Vnless academic professionals, especially in the
humanities, resist the trend, electronic information resources will accen-
tuate professional ties over institutional ones, depersonalize the commu-
nity of teachers and learners, exacerbate inequalities, and infringe on the
professoriate's monopoly on higher education. These centrifugal effects
of electronic resources may holster scholarly autonomy, but the integrity
of the professoriate and our ability to fulfill h()th professional missions
(of teaching and research) depend on collegial solidarity within the insti-
tution. Technology, in addition to turning faculty attention outward, may
decentralize instruction, sweeping aside the traditional rationale for the
university as "a place of concourse...

The prospect of remote broadcasts of courses, reduced faculty, unused
campus buildings, and abandoned student services raises crucial questions
about the future shape of the academic profession. Telecommunications
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could encourage the sharing of courses"super courses" with state-of-the-
art features beyond the reach of individual professors. But who would be
anointed to teach these courses, and would they be able to copyright and
receive income from them, as some scholars do with videotapes? It' they
were sponsored by universities, would the institution have . n interest in
regulating their content? lf such courses were widely used, would degrees
cease to be university-specific? Electronic instructional resources could
relieve faculty from time-consuming lecture courses, allowing them to
reinvest time in tutorials and more personalized instruction, or the num-
ber of faculty in American institutions could simply decrease. Differential
access to computer hardware, software, and services could also exacer-
bate inequalities among students, institutions, and disciplines.

Although the humanities were at risk even before electronic information
resources began their transformation of the university. the "information
age" could put universities under increasing pressure to turn out scien-
tists and engineers, relegating the humanities to the status of frill.
Additionally, academics must recognize the potential of the new technol-
ogy to undermine the professoriate's monopoly on advanced education.
While the road to a professional career, whether in the sciences or the
humanities, presently runs through the university, the electronic universi-
ty of the future may lose out to competition from the "corporate college"
recently proposed by the CEO of IBM.

It is certain that the decade in which we face the challenge of integrating
electronic information resources into Mir professional lives will IX' a time
of unprecedented budget constraints as well as a time of public question-
Mg about the very structure of the university. Responsibility for bringing
the university into the information age will be the most important profes-
sional implication of all.

The Implications of Electronic Information for the Sociologi, of Knowledge

Author; Richard A. Lanham. Professor, Department English, l'Itiversiti.
of California at Los Angeles

This paper will address the following questions: How will electronic
information affect the organization of humanistic knowledge and the
social basis of its production and dissemination? How will electronic
information affect undergraduate teaching? Will graduate training change
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Ilow will these developments affect undergraduate teachirg? As tradition-
ally taught, each class exists in ;1 temporai, conceptual. and social vacu-
um, as students are unaware of previous classes, do not read One anoth-
er's papers, and rarely adjust ',heir wori. in response to the instructor's
suggestions. Rut if an electronic library were employed in a Shakespeare
class, for example, students could read papers submitted in e;trlier classes,
read scholarly articles on the sante topics, read before-and-after examples
of revised .vork, do searches of Shakesjwarean texts for imagery or rhetor-
ical figuration, and make excerpts of videotaped performances to illustrate
their papers-all without going to the campus library. Nlost importantly, a
course like this wc)uld have a history and could be accessed by people in
other courses; it would constitute a continuing society, its students becom-
ing Litizens of a commonwealth. The fixation on the instructor as the pri-
mary reader would be broken as autlk)rity passed to the grttup. Electomic
resources radically change the nature (4 the classroom, the textbook, the
literary texts, the major, and the curriculum.

The final question, whether graduate training will change as students
become more teclmologically adept, is the wrong questi( >n. More prc)per.
ly, the question is whether the subjects they study will continue to exist.
While I do not think literature will die, it will certainly change as it moves
from page to screen, and graduate programs should address this,

The "sociology ol km)wledge" in the humanities is now dominated by
three c()Ilvergent forces: technology, theory, and denu)cracy. Although
higher education has been democratized since Wc)rld War II, it is possible

that technology has been an excluskmary knee, with inner-city schools
comnhinding far fewer computers than Andover ot Fxeter. In the long run,
however, digital technology continues the democratization process by
oix.ning disc()Ilrtie out from a strictly verbal base, opening artistic compo-
sition and performance, and greatly expanding access and audience for
artistic and learned expression. As the current budget crisis presses down
cm universities, why not use the occasion for long-term planning and a re-
examination of the idea of the "department," the "course," and the "major,"
in light of i fundamentally changed humanistic operating system?
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The Institutional Implications of Electronic Information

Author: Y. Arms. rice President for Computing Services.
Canwgie

Electnmic information and computer tools have irrevocably changed the
nature of scholarship, and universities must provide the leadership neces-
sary to mzinage this change. At Dartmouth and Carnegie NIellon, the suc-
cess of campuswide computing initiatives was directly attributable to the
strategic vision of their respective presidents. John (I. Kemeny and
Richard Cvert. both of whom overcame resistance from reluctant faculties.

Unfortunately for many universities, the arcane and inflexible processes
by which they allocate resources can hamper the development of new,
nontraditional projects using electronic information technologies. New
initiatives require new funding, and in tight economic times this means
making hard choices. But such choices are being made. and each year
the portion of LI niversity budgets devoted to computerization and support
staff increases. Granted. existing electronic libraries are far more modest
than the bold projections of the 1980s would have led many to expect.
They are typically small, expensive, and difficult to use. However. they
constitute the first step in a revolutionary process and are constantly
expanding and rapidly improving. This growth in electronic resources has
become increasingly important to the humanities. It has stimulated a
growth in experimental interdisciplinary scholarship. Projects such as the
computerized Oxford English Dictionary have engaged the cooperation
of lexicographers, computational linguists, corporate funders. and a range
or administrative support personnel. As computerization permits human-
ists to work cm larger. integrated projects. along the model of the experi-
mental sciences, we need to bridge the cultural division between schol-
ars, librarians. programmers, and technicians.

As humanities scholars adopt hypermedia and digital technology, human-
ities faculties will have to adjust to the traditional tenure evlluation
processes. They need to rethink the current criteria Hsed on books,
monographs. and articles and to redefine scholarship to include new
forms of research and instruction. It seems unreasonable that innm ative
electronic teaching and information programs must be re-expressed in
printed form before review and tenure committees can evaluate them as
scholarship. It seems only reasonable to grant electronic publishing the
prestige currently afforded print publishing.
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The potential of electronic information to foster large, experimental
research projects in the humanities points up some significant differences
between the funding of humanistic and scientific scholarship. The scien-
tific community has long funded its capital-intensive projects with sup-
port from government and industry. In contrast, only 2 percent of

humanities research funding comes from the LS. government. As a
result, the humanities can undertake few large, interdisciplinary projects
unless the government and other funding agencies perceive the outcome
to benefit the entire academic community, as was the case with the
Commission on Preservation anu. Access. More money is needed, and our
universities are not rich enough to raise it on their own.

The university library is declining in importance relative to other informa-

tion sources. Any college, department, or individual C:In mount its own
information on computers. thus becoming part of a national electronic
library servicein effect, an open library. Given the importance of
electronic information to the future of libraries, institutions should imple-
ment changes in resource allocation, including the withdrawal of conven-
tional services, such as card catalogs, when the new services have proved
their worth. No institution can afford to maintain duplicate services. To
fund this transition. universities must alkwate new money.

The Implications of Electronic Information for National Institutions

Author.. Lawrence Dowler, Associate Librarian for Public Services.
Widener Library, Harvard University

The future of research will depend on our ability to create a new concept
and definition of research resources and a new institutional framework

for addressing those issues that will affect the quality and diversity of

research. The convergence of three trends is undermining traditional
notions about research libraries and has prompted the search for new

models to support research resources. First. new economic conditions are
affecting higher education and research libraries, as operating costs rise
and state and federal support for higher education declines. Adding to

libraries' economic woes are the rising costs of a rapidly growing body ( f

research materials, the growing expense of new shelf space, and the

pressure to adopt new, expensive information technologies.



Second. changing patterns of research and inquiry are increasingly incon-
gruent with existing library programs and services. The rise of interdisci-
plinary and cross-cultural research has increased the demand for nonprint
materials, including photographs. films, ephemera, and personal papers.
Additionally, the cataloging and classification of hooks tend to reflect tra-
ditional academic disciplines that fail to provide the kind of topical
access needed for interdisciplinary research. For some librarians, automa-
tion and networked information may provide a solution to these prob-
lems. while for others they portend the end of the library as we know it.

Third, the dramatic development of information technology is affecting
the methods of research and challenging the capacity of existing institu-
tions and organizations to operate effectively. Cooperative relationships
will replace the (ompetitlye relationships among relatively autonomous
institutions. and autonomy will diminish as informatkm networks
(Mlerge natkmallY. Infornmtion technology can change our perceptkins
of information and (mr analysis of problems, hut may also signal the end
of the distinctive worldyiew long embedded in the humanities. Thus lar.
information technology has had onk :I limited impact on humanities
scholarship because it has generally f()cused on the needs of scientists
and engineers. If this technology is truly to benefit the humanities, their
scholars must play a larger role in its design and devek)pment. Finally.
universities must pay some attention to recruiting and training librarians
during this transition. The current emphasis of libraries on administrative
and management skills needs to he supplemented with greater discipline-
based knowledge and an understanding of informatkm technology.

Future support for academic research. especially in the humanities, will
depend on the participatkm and leadership of universities in creating a
new definition and concept or research resources. We need to develop a
natkmal, cooperative ,,tem of research resources that is h()th varied and
predictable. This will require the development of strategies for evaluating
information and determining what to preserve and record. Only if the
entire research communit\ .nsiders this enterprise a national priority
will individual institutions realize the large-scale savings in necessary
preservation and acquisition costs.

This national research system will require a new institutional framework.
a national umbrella organization. to bring together the appropriate scholars.
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technicians, administrators, and librarians who can realize this project.
This entity, which might be called the National Research Council for the

Humanities and Social Sciences, would address the critical questions of

how information will be rationedthat is, who will pay for it, and who

has access to it. Such a development will he particularly important to
preserve diversity in research, especially research in the humanities. The
humanities are increasingly vulnerable in the current economic climate,

because they are relatively unconnected to issues of productivity

and profit and have not been fully engaged in developing information

technology for research purposes.
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THEMES COMMON TO THE FIVE WORKING GROUPS

I. Initiate a national collaborative effort to pursue an active advocacy role
for the humanities in today's rapidly expanding electronic environment.
Working with existing advocacy organizations. enter the current dia-
logue, both inside and outside the academy. on the development and
direction of new information technologies to serve the humanities.

2. Promote, as a national priority, the creation of a 10-million-volume
library, broadly conceived to encompass the full spectrum of humanities

research collections.

3. Ensure that humanities scholars participate in decisions affecting the
creation and selection of electronic research resources and in the devel-
opment of policies to facilitate access to those resources.

-4 . Identify and develop exemplary collaborative programs, projects. and
individuals that demonstrate the effective creation, sharing, and distribu-
tion of electronic information among institutions, organizations, and

individuals in the humanities.

5. On the individual, disciplinary, and institutional levels, collaborate
within and outside the humanities in the development of standards for

the exchange of, access to, and description and preservation of

electronic research,

6. Investigate how the humanities can use information technology to
increase, reallocate, examine, and generate resources in new ways.

7. Adjust the current definition of scholarly research and instruction to
reward innovative uses of electronic information and nledia.

8. Enlist humanities scholars to interpret the impact of information technol-

ogy on society, and promote critical understanding of the role that infor-

mation technology can play in both research and teaching.

9. Sponsor initiatives-workshops, fellowships, and summer institutes-
that provide opportunities for training and that enrich the mixture of

information teclmology and the humanities.

32
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WORKING GROUP REPORTS (SC,TIMARIES)

Group I. The Intellectual Implications of Electronic Information

Rapporteur: Werner cainaersheinier. Director. Folger Shakespeare
Library.lrashingtott.

In an effort to grapple with the profound and overarching topic it had
been assigned. Group I focused on a number of specific issues that they
considered integral to it:

In the course of this long-term process. the humanities will need to speak
in a coherent voice. They slmuld form an ongoing. interdisciplinary group
to identify the most compelling problems and possibilities that the humani-
ties/technology nexus offers and to formulate an emerging agenda for
research and future efforts. This group would also create and supervise
demonstration projects as possible prototypes.

As part of that structure. or as a parallel organization, the humanities
should catalog and assess the effectiveness of current and future software
resources for humanities scholars and research pn)jects.

Because technology changes so rapidly, one institution should host period-
ic meetings at which creative users of information technology could envi-
sion future technological developments.

Funding for technologically based research and its relation to current gov-
ernment funding for the arts and humanities need examination. The
humanities should enlist an appropriate agency to advocate support for
technologically based research. either through the National Endowments or
through other governmental sources.

There are too many idiosyncratic local and ad hoc initiatives for electronic
information in the humanities in the United States, exacerbating the inac-
cessibility of databases. International cooperation on technical initiatives
will be as crucial for the humaniti,.s as for any other field. The growing
globalization of technology should dovetail with a cosmopolitan openness
to non-Western cultural materials in electronic form.

The questkm of who shall control the process and development of
technological research generated considerable anxiety in the group.
Although humanists want to participate in this process as fully as scien-
tists and engineers, it will require a change of roles and a much stronger
investment in the outcomes of technologically lxised research.

25
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Group II: The Professional Implications of Electronic Itybrmation

Rapporteur Roger Bagnall. Dean of the Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences and Professor qf History and Classics, Columbia
University, New York

The deliberations of Group II were profoundly shaped by Carolyn

Lougee's paper. As Lougee argued, electronic contributions to instruc-
tional materials continue to suffer from the lack of recognition afforded

excellence in traditional teaching. Moreover, electronic processes will

exacerbate the tendency to value professional autonomy over connec-
tions to the university community and even threaten the university as a

physical congregation of teachers and students.

If teaching is to gain a central place in our institutions and if technology

in th'e service of instruction is to flourish, we must change the value

system of higher education. Group Irs recommendations were made in

light of the following observations: that technology can as easily inten-
sify existing problems as solve them. that the luimanities must address

the issue of technology soon to avoid further marginalization, and that

we should recommend measures that can be realized within existing

institutions' structures.

The recommendations qf Group II were as follows:

The university must provide humanists with an environment favorable

to the use of technology by giving them access to electronic mail

accounts, online resources, Internet. and electronic journals. The

larger goal of a national electronic library, with millions of volumes

online, should be a national priority.

Just as much as their academic counterparts, nonacademic scholars

need access to the academic network and information about successful

uses of technology via newsletters, annual meetings, and electronic bul-

letin boards and journals.

Academic officers should offer incentives to younger tenured faculty to

take account of electronic research when they become members of

tenure committees.

Institutions should use foundation and National Endowment support to

offer students and faculty summer workshops and graduate fellowships

in technology and teaching. Collaborative ventures among undergraduate
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progriumners, graduate researchers, and faculty advisers could produce
aluahle educational programs and bring students into the enterprise.

Conference organizers should disseminate the results of this conference
widely, and continue its agenda beyond this meeting. They should
advocate the humanities causes in national deliberations on the future
of technology.

Group III: The Implications of Electroilic hybrination fin. the Sociology
qf Knowledge

RaPP°Iicur: Gillian Huai. Proft'ssor of Religion. Columbia Universlly

Group III dealt with broad. abstract cultural and historical issues. It rec-
ommends establishing a continuing forum to analyze and interpret the
implications of new technology for the humanities, including the chang-
ing categ(wies of human knowledge and the shifting bases of its produc-
tion and dissemination. This interdisciplinary forum could take the form
of conferences. seminars. and computer networks involving representa-
tives from the arts. architecture. history, literature. publishing, libraries.
museums. techn,A)gy. psychology. neural sciences, and other relevant
fields. Among other problems, the forum would develop a common lan-
guage for analyzing technology issues, re-evaluate traditional models of
education and training, develop an agenda for using technology to
increase public access to materials in the humanities. and analyze the
changing character of educational institutions and their methods. The
forum would develop proposals for humanistic projects using new tech-
nologies and synthesize the broad cultural and social ramifications of
new technologies.

Group III also recommended the JOIlowing:

The humanities need to alter existing educational practices by integrating
computers into instruction as tools for critical thinking. lw exploring
hypertext and multimedia, and by training faculty to use electronic infor-

mation technology.

The humanities need to play a key role in shaping new technologies and

in extending the humanities beyond universities to the rest of the world.

Democratizing access will be essential to the viability of the humanities

and to the character of this society as a deinc)cratic nation. Libraries and



museums will he leading partners in disseminating and using interactive
educational technologies.

Group IV: The Institutional Implications of Electronic Information

Rapporteur: M. Stuart Lynn, Vice President, InArmation Technologies.
Cornell University

Group IV agreed that the institutions nurturing the humanities, such as
universities and research and professional institutes, must actively influ-
ence the development of digital information technologies to maintain the
vitality of the humanities. However, not institutkms but scholars and their
particular needs and values must drive this initiative.

As the gradual acceptance of word processing and online catalogs mdi-
cates. strategies for change can be evolutionary rather than revolutionary.
Introducing technology, however, requires resources. and the humanities
must attract new communities of support. including those in the private
sector, especially as federal and state funding decreases.

The group addressed the institution's relationship to the scholarly ccan-
munity, to itself, to other institutkms, and to society. It proposed five
recommendations to institutions:

Work with the scholarly community to set standards and define norms of
access to information, removing barriers that inhibit humanists' use of
electronic information. Institutional support of education and training
programs is essential if humanists are to take full advantage of electronic

resources and initiate model projects.

Individually and in collaboration, consider the use of technologies in the
humanities as central to their own institutional mission; that is, make
low-cost, universal access for all scholars a strategic priority, and foster
scholarly innovation in electronic learning.

Form collaborations and coalitions as a means of sharing resources,
developing new sources of financial support, and using electronic infor-
mation technology to preserve the existing record of our heritage.

.Ioin forces to advance the cause of the humanities in society as a whole
to ensure democratic, widespread access to digital networks and libraries.
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Only lw developing a broad public consensus can the humanities i.;arner
national support.

Examine opportunities to finance infrastructural change via the sale ot
information to those who will use it for commercial gain.

Group V: The Implications of Electronic Information for National Institutions

Ralporteur: James ,Voblitt, Humanities Chair. ji)r Acaelemlc
Technology, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina

Group V identified certain challenges and opportunities as the humanities
engage electronic information technology. First, the humanities must reject
the "zero-sum" approach to resource allocation currently practiced lw pub-
lic funders. who increase suppcm for information technology at the expense
of humanities research. Second, as the use of information technology in
research and education changes our institutions. we can rethink the \vay
museums, libraries, and educational institutions work mgcther. Third. the
democratization of knowledge will surely have an impact on thc fundamen-

tal assumptions of humanistic scholarship.

To address these challenges nd opportunities. the humanities should inau-
gurate an open-ended forum, Tiossibly under the aegis of the Coalition for
Networked Information. with the following goals: to conlmission a position
paper to study the implications of electronic information for the humanities
and to identify exemplary projects and "heroic accounts of individuals
using new technology in their sc holarship.

Long-term goals that may lie outside the purview of the forum include
the following:

'Me need to address the uses of information technology in integrating
dam from different sources, taking into account questions of intellectual
property rights.

The possibility that the ACLS or the National Endowment for the I humanities
could sponsor institutes devoted to educating students, faculty, and other
humanists in both the new n:edia and new scholarly practices,

The establishment of a conceptual framework for the humanities that
uses the new media in a self-conscious and critical way.
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C0.11,11EATC 131 PARTICIPAA7S

SH.Can UM:ker: Gr011p I nlenlbet'S could 11:1Ve used a hroader hase of
knowledge regarding what is possihle in technological research in the
humanaies. especially since current uses Of technology in the humanities
are often .10 years out of date. Although some of us have long been dis-
semilt,.."--;4 i,, information, it does not seem to reach the right people.
If we do not address this, we are in danger of reinventing the wheel by
duplicating the work or oilier groups.

Nichord Lotham: Later conferences might provide some examples of
led11-1010gy lo bridge the knowledge and understanding gap

amomg tlk. many participants.

Whit/ter Davis: 'Mere is an implication that humanists have not hived up
to .111 mhligation to revolutionize their practice through technology. In
ieality. many of us already feel that our practice is revolutionary, imagi-
nati% e. and responsh(' 10) the net.'tk ol L'1111111%.' :1110.1 society, Group II

felt that this g'ap \vas ixTceplual and that simple strategtes. such as bay-
ing undergraduate programmers work with faculty memhers. could have
liLIf) )I I. onsequences.

(iroup Ills call for an analysis of the meanings and cultural implications
of technological research suggested one area in which humanists would
not sit at the feet of technokigists hut would lead. In art history, commu-
nications, rnglish. and cultural studies departments. people have thought
a great cleat about the cultural meaning of the new media, and the depart-
ments are well prepared to interpret them to society as a whole.

Ouuglas (;wcube1:!v (Iroup I di.scuss what we would gain and lose
during the shift to technologically based scholarship?

Wcrner Gundersheimer Not to the extent that Dr, Grahar's paper raised
IL \Ve iould certainly promote a toop:rativ vproach to knowledge,

hich limy disturb a field that has traditionally celebrated scholarly
autononnv and individual authorship.

KillSh(ISI)d Group III greed that the humanities need greater
advocacy for die central rolo they play in our society. To accomplish this
we need hreadth of collaboration. I Iumanists must reach beyond the uni-
versitV to the people and institutions that translate scholarship to the larg-
er including artists. museutu professionals. lii irarians. and others.
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jann Matlock: Group I raised this in regard to how the humanities fund-
ing priorities may change in light of technological advances. Funding new
databases may reduce funding for traditional research. Our group thinks

that we should lobby on behalf of increased resources for the humanities

as a whole, and not simply for greater technological investment.

Stanley Katz: The humanities have been traditionally excluded from pub-

lic support. Even with the establishment of the National Endowments,
public research funding is less than 2 percent of the total funding. Until

the public understands that it is in its interest to invest much more heavi-

ly in the arts and humanities, we will not find the needed level of sup-

port for humanities research among private funders.

Mary case: I believe that there will be plenty of funding for projects such

as creating a national electronic library, which is analogous in scope and
vision to Kennedy's call in the 1960s to put a man on the moon. But this

is only possible if the humanities will act as a unified force.

David Bearman: We seem unable to identify a primary "drivel' of
fundamental change. If we are, in fact, in an info -riation economy, then

humanists add value to the nawral resources driving that economy.
Because we were traditionally the oniy market for our own products, it

has long been held that these resources should be freely available.

However, in an era when public funding is being withdrawn, our attitudes

toward this intellectual property may have to change so that we -lease-

rather than give away what we own. If we do not take this role as -value-

adders- seriously, even if this sharply challenges long-held notions of

-fair use,- we will impoverish both our constituents and ourselves for the

rest of the century. We will either become part of the economic system
that is driving development or be taken advantage of by it.

M. Stuart Lynn: Group IV agreed that open. if not free, access should

be a cornerstone of the humanities' approach to electronic information.

We should fund those who need it. and charge for their use of

intellectual property those who reap direct commercial advantage

from humanities research.

Conwill: Coming from the arts community, which has been battered as

badly as the humanities community in recent funding cuts, I have a few

cautionary notes. One is that there is a perception that the arts and
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European and Latin American countries into monitoring preservation
films internationally. That work offers a good model for involving these
countries in the development of an electronic virtual library.

Comet. 11: \XTe can do much work in communities within this country
African-American, Latino. Asian, and Native American. Historically, black
colleges and universities offer a great opportunity to build resources and
access.

Oleg Grabar These issues need to he seen from the point of view of the
practicing scholar, who is overloaded with information coming through
normal channels and kept from the real business of scholarship. We must
not put the cart before the horse, and we must remember that true schol-
arship is the transformation of facts into ideas.

l'a/dcs: This might he an appropriate stance for you to take, yet that is a
narrow view of scholarship, especially since many other scholars, particu-
larly those outside the Vnited States, are continually hampered by a lack
of information that electronic technology could alleviate.
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humanities do not serve the bro.,der public. Another is that arts institu-
tions entrepreneurial approach has not diminished the need for public
funds. partly because such income is highly taxed. We must foster the
idea that activities that devekT and flourish outside the marketas do
the arts and humanitiesserve the public good. We must address both of
these problems by reaching out to the public and the government and
convincing them of our importance to the quality of life.

Susan Brtnteson: Group III raised the important question of democrati-
zation and information resources. Although humanists take freedom of
expression for granted. we should prepare to come under serious attack
over what kinds of information wc decide to include in and exclude from
information resources. especially when such information involves contro-
versial topics. such as abortion. homosexuality, Holocaust revisionism.
propaganda hv White Citizens' Councils. and so forth.

Mario Valdes: As a member of Group III. I want to emphasize how fun-
damental accessibility of electronic resources to those not in the academy
is to the sociology of disseminating knmvledge. If we do not address this.
we will exacerbate the existing gap hetween insi&rs and outsiders.
Technology mav also either widen or narrow the resource gap between
libraries in the United States and those in less affluent parts of the world.

Thomas Reese: We invoke democratization. but is it a pipe dream? Since
\ye cannot afford to do everything, the values of technology and humani-
ties cultures are at odds. Do we want to support faculty research leaves.
teaching initiatives, and social experiments, or the technological revolu-
tion in our resources? Do we fund collection development and acquisi-
tions of new forms of knowledge or cover the cost of getting online what
we already know and have?

Czeslaw Jan Grrez: Nly recent work in Eastern Europe suggests that
emerging democracies and developing countries want to see the United
States as empowering others through information. We can serve an
important international function by linking people who are pursuing sim-
ilar goals. yet have different perspectives. The global implications of the
virtual library and international electronic information resources make
this a peaceful. stabilizing activity.

Roger I3agnall: The Comnlission of Preservation and Access brought
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FINAL SESSION: REMARKS BY CONFERENCE SPONSORS (SUMMARIES)

Moderator: Douglas (ireenberg. Lice President. American Council of
Learried Societies

Panelists: paid Ecan Peters. Director. cbalition Noworked

Infin-matimi

John liaeger, l'ice President .1i)r Programs and Planning,
RCS(AirCh Lib/y/110S 0.1.011p. Mc.

Jlicbael Ester. Director. Ihe Getty Art History
Information Progivin

David Penniman. President. C'ouncil Librarr Resources

Stanler Kat.:-. President. American Council yl Learned Societies

Remarks by Douglas Greenberg

Fhe final session w (mid he devoted to what the sponsors' representatives
believed were the kev c( ncillsions t)f the conference and to the actions
they \\ ow take in the months ahead. One primary goal of the organizers
was to assemble representatives of core constituencies in the humanities
and in technology who would not ordinarily have the chance to meet.
Many model projects are already in the planning stages because of this
gathering.

The speed and magnitude of technological change are growing because of
systemic changes in our society. Whether this change is evolutionary or
revolutionary is difficult to judge. but it is what historian David Hackett
Fischer has called "deep change.- change in the rate of change. One
thing missing at the conference \\ as a sense of the scope and pace ( if what
is already happening in electronic technology that could have a significant
effect on the humanities. TC ) address this lack of broad knowledge of
scholarship that uses technological tools. the humanities must find more
and better ways of disseminating information about what technology has
helped them to achieve.

Another missing element was a discussion of the relationship between
new methods of research and the recent changes in humanistic subject

matter. While the papers alluded to these phenomena. the working groups
did not analyze them substantively or propose further study. The groups
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also circumvented the questions of how technology will affect traditional
reading, writing, and research and whether technology will foster collab-

oration or reinforce individualism in scholarly work.

Several themes emerged, however. as common concerns of all five work-

ing groups: the need for a coherent voice in the humanities to address

technological issues and the call for an ongoing forum. While we may
not he able to do the former, we can surely achieve tly.2 latter. Additionally,

all five groups agreed that we need to act at the national level to contin-

ue the dialogue on electronic research in the humanities. Unsurprisingly,
the complex. urgent financial issues facing humanities research were a

key focus of all the working groups, as was the triad of related issues
access, democracy, and internationalization. These difficult issues clearly

need more intensive discussion, and the reiterated theme of -empower-

ment" should prompt the critical question "Empowerment for whom and

for what purpose?"

The working groups often mentioned the need for model projects. partic-

ularly those that connect technological development issues to humanities

issues, for example, the question of the integration of knowledge and the

relationship between teaching and research.

We did not discuss how technology may well foster not the collaboration

we hope for, but even more individualistic research than we have had in

the past. unless we control this development. "We rp....ed a baseline of

knowledge about what we have now." an inventory of available informa-

tion and programs to expand and raise the level of discussion on the

impact of technology on scholarship. Humanists must also continue striv-

ing to adapt technology to fit their values as scholars and teachers. rather

than permitting technology to reshape their values.

The humanities will not solve their problems unless they expand the dia-

logue through training and education to include people outside the

humanities and their institutions. Participants should return to their home

institutions with a long-range strategic vision that leaves them better pre-

pared to act, more willing to enlist allies, and clearer about what they

can do as individuals both to foster collaboration and to tackle the prob-

lems where they work and study.
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Remarks by Paul Evan Peters

The Coalition for Networked Information believes that the network must
be as diverse as possible. which ineans that control of the network must
be widely distributed and flexible to avoid parochialism. s such, the
network constitutes a "new ecology of thought and action," which gener-
ates a human community and allows new options and partnerships.

Four key recommendations generated during the conference fall within
the scope and capacity of the Coalition. First. the Coalition could closely
tie the projected digital library of 10 million volumes to existing preserva-
tion efforts that are not focused on microfilm. It should coordinate such a
project with the development of new publication processes. Second. (he
Coalition will participate in advocacy efforts on behalf of electronic
research and will work against the "zero-sum- approach now practiced
by government funders. Third. the Coalition is interested in supporting
summer programs and institutes for those who want to advance theft
understanding of electronic research in the humanities. Fourth. the
Coalition will seriously discuss the recommendation that it structure the
proposed ongoing forum on electronic information and the humanities,
which should be highly collaborative. I will initiate preliminary meetings

on this recommendation.

Remarks by jobn Ilaeger

The good news from this conference is that none of the relevant activities
currently being supported or encouraged by the sponsoring organizations

appears "seriously wrongheaded.- The bad news is that the main ques-

tions RLG brought into the conference remain unanswered. There is no

consensus whether computer-assisted techniques and computerized

resources will actually improve the quality of humanistic scholarship, or

affect its economics in a positive way. Until this question can be
answered positively. unequivocally, and enthusiastically, prognims which
aim to advocate increased investment in such technology will he compro-
mioed. It is also not clear how much proactive problem-solving and pro-
gram planning humanists really want or need. Even the working groups

which advocated proactive approaches to scholarship and technology
relied on reactive rationales: "We need to ride the animal or get left
behind," or "Change is inevitable, so we might as well get used to it."
judging from today's reports. the working groups paid more attention to
incremental adjustments than to transforming solutions. While the idea of



a "national digital library" is tantalizing, it is not yet persuasive.

As a result of this conference, The Research Libraries Group is unlikely to

make major changes in its agenda. We will continue to increase the range

of primary cultural data in our databases and to work on standards. We

will follow with interest whatever consultative or coordinative apparatus

may develop from our conversations here. and welcome individual con-
versations and initiatives which promise to improve access to infornlation

resources in the humanities.

Remarks by Michael Ester

One key insight gained from the conference was the tremendous need

for better communication among scholars. including expanded opportuni-

ties for faculty members to learn about new technology that might have

an impact on their work. One strong argument for the humanities'
involvement in new technology was that the cost of doing research in an

electronic world will rise beyond the means of individuals. demanding

collective and collaborative solutions among universities to create and

share information resources. To the wider community in which the

humanities participate, we must argue the value of the humanities to

society as a whole. This is not an easy task. but it is a necessary part of

the work of humanists.

Regarding the proposed electronic library, will it focus primarily on mate-

rials that are easy to scan and reproduce digitally? Might it exclude diffi-

cult materials in the art world, such as the building records of the Sistine

Chapel? It was unreasonable to expect that the conference would be

comprehensive or that it would speak definitively for those involved in

the humanities and technology, but the event was a good beginning for a

much more extensive process of investigation.

Remarks by W. David Penniman

At the beginning of this meeting, I stated my vision for the library of the

future, which would play a major role in education and research. I was

pleased to find my convictions reinforced by the conference and to hear

of exciting initiatives that were currently under way. Little attention, how-

ever, was paid to something of personal interest: research on the role
that browsing and serendipity play in the scholarly process and how
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technology would affect this phenomenon. Technology should actually

enhance browsing lw making it easier to explore the corners and unbeaten

paths of research material.

The particip=ts might ponder two questions: Il(m. do the conclusions of,

and issues raised by, the conference alter the scheme of things? Since we

must find ways to make the case for the humanities, how can technology

add value to the basic resources now used by scholars? Perhaps we need

to think creatively, even "crazily," about these issues to generate new ideas.

I was particularly impressed with the work of Marilyn Lavin at Princeton.

who uses technology to explore the "corners" of wc wks of art more easily.

as a Metaphor for the promise of information technology and the scholarly

process.

Remarks hy Stank)! Katz

Attending the conference was like eating an articlnike: there was -something

wonderful" revealed after much unappealing and difficult work. While the

meeting identified exciting prospects and opportunities, it was also clear that

much difficult work still ties ahead. The larger agenda (Or this conference was

a traditional one for the American Council of Learned Societies. in that it con-

cerned scholarly communication.

One of the ACLS's central
mandates is to promote new ideas about scholarly

communication in the humanities and social sciences at the national level so

that scholars can share the knowledge they create with other citizens in this

society and with future generations. However, given current political and

financial constraints, universities might "turn in among themselves," making it

far more difficult to maintain the notion of a national and international schol-

arly community. Because the ACLS lacks any concrete institutional power. it

can be effective only by reinforcing the links between institutions and work-

ing collaboratively, with an activist and unified humanities community to

reinforce the common w.eal for the humanities.
Conferences such as this one

help the AUS articulate the ultimate importance of the humanities and edu-

cation in general to the success of a democratic society in the modern era.

Technology provides us with a tremendous opportunity to think and create in

new ways. By doing so. we rise to the challenge of being a global. intellectu-

al, and democratic community and aim to ichieve the highest intellectual and

moral values in life in ways that \vere not possible for previous generations.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF TIIE SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS

The Gett.v Art History Inf6rmation Program

The Getty Art I iistory Information Program one of seven operating

programs of the J. Paul Getty Trust, seeks to make art historical informa-
tion more accessible to scholars and researchers through the use of
advanced computer technok)gy. It does so by promoting common per-
spectives and standards among international institutions and organizations
(Hi projects in l(mr general areas: coordinating vocabularies to facilitate
consistent data entry and retrieval; providing bibliographic services;
assembling art historical databases; and conducting research to help define

automation directions for art information. AII1P plays a catalytic role in
helping to focus attention on the collective changes facing the information
community in this decade and beyond. Among AHIP's numerous projects

are the Art and Architecture Thesaurus. the Bibliography of the Histog of
At. the Provenance Index, and the Art Information Task Force.

The American Council of Learned Societies

The American Council of Learned Societies ( ACLS) is a private nonprofit
federation of '.-)2 national scholarly organizations. The purpose of the
Coll mil. as set forth in its constitution. is -the advancement of humanistic
studies and the maintenance and strengthening of relations among the
national societies devoted to such studies.- Included in the program of
the Council are awards to individual scholars to advance research in the
humanities and humanistic aspects of the social sciences: support for
international scholarly research and exchanges; activities concerned with
the identification of present and future needs of humanistic scholarship,
and planning and development to meet hese needs; and organizational
functions. In addition, the Council has fiscal and adminstrative oversight
for the Council for International Exchange of Scholars (CIES), which

administers the Fulbright program.

Organized in 1919 and incorporated in the District of Columbia in 1921,
the ACLS \..as granted a federal charter through the United States

Congress in 1982.

The Coalition for Networked Information

The Coalition for Networked Information was founded in March 1990 to
help realize the promise of advanced networks and high-performance
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computing for information access and delivery. The Coalition was estab-

lished by three associations: The Association for Research Libraries (ARI),

CAUSE, and EDUCOM. ARL is an association promoting equitable access

and effective use of recorded knowledge supporting teaching, research,

and scholarship. CAUSE and EDI TCON1 are dedicated to introducing,

using, and managing information technology and related resources in

research in general and higher education. The Coalition for Nem orked

Information promotes the creation of access to information resources in

networked environments in order to enrich scholarship and enhance

intellectual productivity.

A Task Force of institutions and organizations able and willing to con-

tribute resources and attention to the mission of the Coalition was creat-

ed in 1990 and continues to grow. This Task Force now provides a com-

mon vehicle by which nearly 170 institutions and organizations pursue a
shared vision of information management and how it must change in the

1990s to meet the social. educational. and economic opportunities and

challenges of the 21st century. Members of the Task Force include higher

education institutions, publishers, network service providers, computer

hardware, software, and systems companies, library networks and organi-

zations, and public and state libraries.

Council on Library Resources

The Council on Library Resources was founded in 1956 with support

from the Ford Foundation to aid in the .solution of the problems of

libraries generally, and research libraries particularly. by putting emerg-

ing technologies to use in order to improve operating performance and

expand library services. While continuing its initial concentration on

technological applications in libraries, the Council had gradually expand-

ed its focus to reflect changing needs and opportunities in areas such as

linking computer systems, making library management more effective.

improving access to library materials, addressing international concerns,

exploring cooperative approaches, and enhancing the skills of librarians.

The Council now derives its support from a number of f(mndations in

areas consonant with their program interests. The areas currently receiv-

ing attention include human resources. the economics of information ser-

vices, infrastructure, and access and processing.
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The Research Libraries Group, Inc

The Research Libraries Group. Inc. (RLG) is a not-for-profit membership

corporation of more than 120 universities, archives, historical societies,

museums, and other institutions devoted to improving access to informa-

tion that supports research and learning. RLG owns and operates RUN"

(the Research Libraries Information
Network) to serve the research and

information management needs of both its members and nonmember

institutions and individuals worldwide

RLG's objectives for the 1990s include:

to support cooperative solutions among research libraries, archives.

museums, and related repositories:

to create an information delivery service capable of putting catalog,

index, abstract. full-text and image informaticm directly into the hands

of scholars and students:

to manage coordinated preservation projects that extend m()dels devel-

oped for the preservation of brittle paper materials to photographs and

electronic media:

to develop a local computer system serving archives, museums, and relat-

ed repositories,
linked to an increasingly comprehensive

database ol pri-

mary cultural and scientific information: and

to facilitate the most effective access to information ivsources.

RLG membership is open to any nonprofit institution with an educational.

cultural, or scientific missi(m.
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